
IRISH RAILWAY LETTER STAMPS
Around the turn of the 20  century,  mail delivery in the United Kingdom was rapid and frequent -th

for mail within a city!  Mail going outside of a city (or metropolitan area) was, conversely,  slow. 
This was improved by the development of railway post offices where mail was sorted en route, but
could take several days.  To improve service, the Post Office and the railways of the United Kingdom
established a Railway Letter Stamp (RLS)  joint program. A letter would be franked with postage at
the first class rate, then a RLS purchased at the train station. The letter was given to the train guard
(conductor) who would relay it to other trains, or other railroads, to get it to the correct destination,
where it was transferred to the Post Office for local delivery. This was a forerunner of Express Mail,
and an unusual example of cooperation between the Royal Mail and commercial companies, which
was normally adversarial.

The program was popular, particularly in England where industry was scattered throughout.  In
Ireland, people were concentrated in the three major cities, Dublin, Belfast, and Cork, while the
countryside remained agricultural, thus usage was scarce.  Since stamps were used on mainly
business mail, very few commercial covers were in collectors hands. Most covers saved were of
philatelic origin.

In 1920, railway letter stamps were replaced with parcel stamps for reasons of economy.  This
continued until the demise of the program in 1994.

Londonderry & Lough Swilley RwyCork & Macroon Rwy County Donegal Railway Joint

Commission

Commercial cover using Great Northern stamp and 1d postage stamp.



With the advent of preserved railways in the 1970's and 1980's, railway stamps returned, but in a new
role.  Since these railways were the legal sucessors of previously defunct entities, they were
“grandfathered” into the system.   Preserved railways use these stamps more as a source of income
since they make excellent souvenirs.   In Ireland, the Railway Preservation Society of Ireland is the
only preserved railway in Ireland issuing stamps. 

 
 RARITY:

English and Scottish RLS are well known and generally available; Irish RLS are scarce,
especially ones from the smaller rural railways. Only a small number survived the 1916 Rebellion,
the 1922-23 Irish Civil War, and the WWII paper shortage which recycled old correspondence.
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